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In the foreword to this collection of chapters on the recurrently topical issue of access to justice, the Rt Hon Sir Stephen Sedley wonders whether it is too much to hope that the Secretary of State for Justice will read it. That might be optimistic, but there is much in this book that deserves a wide readership. 

The Introduction falls into that category, explaining the series of seminars the collection was based on and how this welcome mix of English, Scots and French commentators drawn from academia and practice came to pass. The backdrop to the book is also explained, with particular reference to the English and Welsh backdrop of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act 2012 and other Conservative/Liberal Democrat Coalition Government measures that have affected individuals faced with legal problems. The rationales for these measures are convincingly challenged even in this short Introduction, drawing on “solid evidence-based research” (3) and “the Government’s own impact assessment” (5) (emphasis in original) to do so. 

The book then splits into three parts. Part 1 builds on the scene-setting in the Introduction; part 2 looks at challenges within specialist areas; part 3 sounds a more pragmatic “we are where we are, so what now?” note.

Like the Introduction, the four chapters that make up part 1 also rank highly as recommended reading. That part begins with a view from the (English and Welsh) Law Society, from the vantage point of past-president Andrew Caplen. Although Caplen’s chapter is a little under-referenced for an academic text at times, it does make many pertinent points, not least in its arguments against compulsory pro bono work or a levy lieu of that for solicitors.

Andrew Cornford then adds some detailed analysis in his chapter on “The Meaning of Access to Justice”. The Introduction had already made clear that the “broadest” definition of access to justice was adopted in the preparation of the text, which Cornford then develops by noting access to justice “entails a right of equal access to legal assistance for every citizen”: this is not the parody of “how much justice can you afford?”, which was used in a JB Handelsman cartoon. Cornford also explains why a definition is necessary in the first place, and that the “justice” in access to justice should be taken to mean legal justice as opposed to justice more generally, i.e. a civil rather than a social right.

Albert Weale contributes a provocative chapter comparing health and legal services. This puts flesh on the bones to Caplen’s assertion that security and justice are of more importance than state-funded health or education services (24), which chimes with observations made elsewhere (notably in Tom Bingham, The Rule of Law, ch 8 (Penguin Books: 2011)), albeit it seems unlikely politicians will rush to subordinate healthcare to legal matters in the near future.

Spare a thought for Steve Peers, whose comprehensive chapter “Europe to the Rescue? EU Law, the ECHR and Legal Aid” has been at least partially entangled by the UK’s recent vote to leave the EU. It seems unfair to skim over his work, but his conclusion that EU law has been useful in ensuring legal aid is granted in certain cases with a cross-border element throws up a[nother] little-analysed consequence of the UK leaving the EU. His analysis of right to a fair trial flowing from Article 6 of the ECHR remains relevant (for now, at least). Peers acknowledges the ECHR has a bigger role in relation to criminal matters, rather than the areas of civil and administrative justice on which this work focusses, but explains the importance of the ECHR in ensuring proper support for those involved in particularly complex cases.

Whilst keen readers will read the whole collection, parts 2 and 3 also lend themselves to more selective use. Part 2 offers analysis of so-called “pressure points”, with dedicated chapters on topics like immigration, housing and family. It may be that some of these chapters will be of interest to subject specialists in those areas: for example, public lawyers will gain much from reading Tom Mullen’s detailed study “Access to Justice in Administrative Law and Administrative Justice”, which demonstrates how administrative remedies have been removed or rendered inaccessible in a way that just happens to have implications for access to justice.

Part 3 then looks at alternative approaches to funding legal services, considering “Alternative Business Structures”, pro bono assistance, and comparator jurisdictions (from an English perspective, those jurisdictions being France and Scotland). On pro bono specifically, Paul Yates’ highlighting of the possibility that the simple fact of offering voluntary support might imperil legal aid made me (as someone with a longstanding involvement with student law clinics) pause for thought: as Yates notes, “A system more corrosive of the natural impulse to help a fellow human in need is hard to imagine” (253). 

To put on tartan-tinted glasses for a moment, a Scots reader might be drawn to the dedicated chapter by Sarah O’Neill (“How Scotland has Approached the Challenge of Austerity”). That seems to give Scotland at least pass marks for its approach to access to justice (as apparently did Colin McKay, whose seminar is referred to at 4), but it can be noted that the Scottish Government has tightened the legal aid budget since O’Neill wrote. Looking back to Part 2, Scots involvement is also evident in Mullen’s aforementioned study and Nicole Busby’s co-authored chapter (with Morag McDermont) on access to justice in the employment tribunal. (All of this can now be considered in the light of the Scottish Government’s 2016/17 Programme for Government, which proposed the abolition of employment tribunal fees and an Expenses and Funding of Civil Litigation Bill.)

Overall, this is a very valuable collection to which I am already referring my students. I would specifically recommend it as a resource to those involved in legal policy work and those practising in disciplines that might be thought of as pinch points for unmet legal need.

It cannot be avoided that political events regularly interact with access to justice. I have already alluded to several important changes since the book has been written (including Brexitary and budgetary matters). Yet another change is the intervention of politics to provide a fresh Secretary of State for Justice since the foreword to this book was written, meaning a new office holder needs to be convinced to pay heed to Sir Stephen’s suggestion. Despite those changes, challenges relating to access to justice will not be going away any time soon. This collection will play a role in shaping future developments in this crucial area that has real impact on real people. After all, without access to justice, what use are rights in the first place?
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